
     IN THE SUPREME COURT OF FLORIDA

WILLIAM MANN, ET AL.    vs           POINCIANA COMMUNITY

                                                                DEVELOPMENT DISTICT

     APPELLANT APPELLEE

MARTIN KESSLER, PRO SE   vs    POINCIANA COMMUNITY

         DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT

    APPELLANT APPELLEE

           CASE NO.: SC17-1806

           Consolidated SC17-1807

          Lower Tribunal No(s):

          532016CA004023000

_______________________________________________________

 MEMORANDUM TO SUPPLEMENT AND CLARIFY APPELLANT 

PRO SE MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION

In his haste to enter a plea for reconsideration of the court's dismissal of 

Appellant's Pro se's case,  a case combined with a SC-17 1806, Appellant 
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Pro se, upon reflection  submits this memorandum to supplement  and clarify 

the Appellant's argument for reconsideration. 

CLARIFICATION

Appellant pro se avers the two subject cases were combined as a result of 

inadequate information offered to the court seeking consolidation. Appellant 

Pro se argues there was no meritorious or reasonable grounds for 

consolidation:  

1. That the two cases were the subject of two independent appeals, 

each filed at different times from the same final judgment of the lower court, 

would not constitute, per se, reasonable grounds to consolidate.

2. That the Appellee's pleas for filing one answer rested on his 

reluctance to be bothered with filing two answers from appeals filed at 

different days but timely, would not constitute, per se, reasonable grounds to 

consolidate.

3. That a second Appellant - represented by an Attorney - raised no 

objection to the filing of one Answer was, understandably ,an  

accommodation based on the reciprocal grant of professional courtesy. 

Again, that would not constitute, per se, reasonable grounds to consolidate.

4. That the cases involved substantive, and not procedural, issues was 

omitted from the Appellee's arguments for leave to consolidate and Appellee, 

having gratuitously suggested the two cases "overlap", seriously 
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misinformed the Court. That the Appellee believed the two cases "overlap' 

was clear evidence of Appellee's continual difficulty in understanding -- or 

the need to intentionally ignore or misrepresent for his client's interests - the 

arguments of the Appellant pro se.

5. The court granted consolidation in spite of Appellant Pro se's strong 

objections, submitted prior to the consolidation, as is contained in the 

Appendix in his recently filed Motion for Reconsideration, in which he 

attempts to explain in sufficient detail why consolidation would be unjust. 

His objections to consolidation received no reply, or apparently fell on deaf 

ears or were pointedly ignored, or perhaps more likely, misunderstood.    

 

APPELLANT PRO SE'S DESITERATUM 

1. Appellant Pro se will address the Court and provide his argument 

solely to enhance the Court's understanding of the substantive issues that are 

of great importance to the State in  having  a division of the State 

government--a division in the form of a special district--be subject to 

conform in its purchases of property at it's fair values, as the law explicitly 

mandates.  One has only to read the text to understand it.   

3. Appellant Pro se presumes there is no rule prescribing addressing 

the Court in such manner as follows:
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MAY IT PLEASE THE COURT

 Let me simplify and come to the point. I begin with an axiom, followed by 

argument, facts, and conclusion:

   AXIOM

When the numerical value of the price to be paid is exactly equal to the 

numerical value of any properties to be exchanged for the price, that 

equation of exchange is said to an exchange of "fair values."  P = V , Price 

equals Value. 

ARGUMENT 

The state of Florida has the right, by and through its constitution, to regulate 

economic activity. In the exercise of this right the legislature has required 

that any regulated economic transactions shall be consummated at its" fair 

value". The use of the term "fair value" in not an enigma. The requirement 

of "fair value"-- or at times "just value" - is a standard applied for economic 

transactions. It is found in over 600 or more instances within Florida Statues. 

The Department of Revenue has promulgated a manual to provide 

instruction on the meaning and application of "fair value" . The term "fair 

value" is found in chapter 190 for we are  dealing with a proposed economic 

transaction that mandates a community development district comply with the 

essential requirements of the law --exchange "value" for "value" --no more, 

no less...... to be fair.  This is the Golden Rule of Jurisprudence. To wit: In 

your economic transactions, do fair value to others as you would have them 

do unto you.  
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FACTS

As of this morning what facts do we know of  the proposed transaction?  The 

only fact we know  is the exact contract price  "P" --  in legal tender. (1) The 

district's supervisors, (2) their attorneys, (3) their professional asset 

evaluator and ( 4 )  the developer after 2 years have invented  a purchase 

price  all the while the developer is threatening to abandon the deal if the 

price is not to his sole satisfaction.[ This is a matter of record ] 

We turn now to the other side of the equation of exchange - the fair value of 

the real estate --the "V".  Unless something has changed since the final 

judgment, as of this day :

(1) each of the 5 board members and (2) their legal advisors do not 

know the fair value of the property to be exchanged, only the price to be 

offered in payment.

(2) the developer does not know the fair value of the property to be 

exchanged but, without objection, will accept $73 million.  

(3) the professional asset evaluator does not know the fair value of the 

property to be exchanged. He was engaged only  to suggest a purchase price 

- "P" -  and, furthermore, the professional evaluator has announced he does 

not use "fair value" in his evaluation of asset values. [ That, too, is a matter 

of record ]

The explanation why the appellee has not complied with the State's 

insistence on "fair value" in exchange is blindingly obvious-- no one knows  

the fair value of the real estate offered in exchange. How can a legal 

exchange take place? 
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This is not a private transaction  If there is no legal complaint that can be 

asserted by a party at interest I know of no law that can set that private 

transaction aside. But we are talking here about a unit of government , public 

officials, elected within a District of the State of Florida and as such are 

liable to the complaint of misfeasance, malfeasance and nonfeasance. 

CONCLUSION: 

I cannot state my argument any more forceful and clearer than by pointing 

out the use of the terms "fair value" within the text has only to be read to be 

understood. By mandating "fair value" the legislation was specifically 

intending to erect a bulwark to prevent rapacious sellers [ or developers ] 

exploiting District supervisors, who more likely are uninformed on technical 

matters and require the assistance of counsel,  to prevent any unconscionable  

economic transaction, especially those involving overvalued assets, which if 

not objected by counsel and suppressed at a bond validation hearing  will 

only leave the residents as victims to repay the debts. That is not fair! 

Respectfully submitted

/s/Martin Kessler

Appellant Pro se
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing has been 

provided to Victoria Avalon, Esq. vavalon@sao10.com, Michael Eckert, Esq. 

Michaele@hgslaw.com, Doug Smith, Esq. DougS@hgslaw.com, Michael 

Alao, Esq. MichaelA@hgs.com, Courtney M. Keller, Esq. 

kellerc@gtlaw.com, Lindsay Whelan, Esq. lindsayw@hgslaw.com, Daniel J. 

Fleming, Esq. daniel.fleming@gray-robinson.com, J. Carter Anderson, Esq. 

canderson@bushross.com and Harold Holder, Esq. hholder@bushross.com 

on this 13th day of March, 2018

          /s/ Martin Kessler, Appellant, Pro se
mdk4130@aol.com 
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